REMOTE CONTROL BOX
Explosion Proof, NEMA 7&9
For Variable Frequency Drives

MODEL RCB-VFI-N7&9MAX

Features:

- Digital Tachometer
- Digital Ammeter
- On/Off Switch
- Speed Pot (0 to 100%)
- Timer Pot (0 to 100 Min.)
- E-Stop
- Motor Vector Drive
- Motor Starter

The Remote Control Box is connected to the inverter duty motor. This box is mounted by the mixer and provides local display and control of the motor’s parameters. The timer pot when set at a chosen time provides an auto shut-off function. This is a fail safe (idiot proof) operating system located where it is needed without the necessity of re-programming the vector drive controller.

This unit may be provided also in a NEMA 12 non explosion proof enclosure for non hazardous locations.